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Buffalo Leggings Gauva Peacock Iron Box Bones

Yellow element thick vertical in the upper two-thirds of the image, center in terms of left and right. 
It pushes itself up there with some elegant force to be up there. There is also a white sphere above 
the yellow, the sphere is like an object or thing but it has no real walls but it is more solid than being 
just a color. 

3:59 PM Secondary stage

It is forceful and powerful the yellow element to be there. I probe the yellow element and see the 
white sphere above it again. When I touch the white soft element it feels like when a face is being 
sprayed by a jet of water like going down a water slide but I do not detect the water just the 
sensation. The white element is soft, the walls of it are sheer and delicate and buckle easily, but its 
insides is thicker denser and stronger than the sheer outer membrane shell. It feels heavy in my 
hand like filled with water, water is heavy like that for its size. 

Such a strange element. It has that soft skin on it but a thick dense interior of the same weight as 
water would be but is not filled with a liquid. The skin of it is crinkled and not flat on the sphere 
surface, the sphere has retained its shape but the skin has not fitted evenly across the interior 
sphere. I can't wait to see what it is. It sits on the yellow pole, the pole upper end is not flat or even 
but bulges up asymmetrically. The white element feels heavy like a human head, heavy for its size 
but still soft inside but also hard inside, soft but dense with mass. The inside of the sphere is juicy 
like if it were water pressed tightly into a ball but is not liquid inside. It is the strangest yet most 
delightful thing to remote view probe! 

4:07 PM End RV because the amount of probing has to end here for this protocol. 

4:10 PM Pause. 
4:27 PM Resume. 

The yellow element is similar to the two yellow vertical bands on the target image. There are two 
white heads on the picture on the rolled up fitness mat, I discussed the white being "like a head". 
The softness but density of the fitness mat is similar to what I was feeling and I think would be a 



good match. I mean I had something that was soft but dense, as described. The fitness mat fits 
better than other spheres I can think of. The skin cover of the white sphere I do not understand 
from the target image. Remember that the horisontal line I drew on the report drawing is not a line 
element but simply a marker to show that our elements were elevated above the floor, and a 
correlation of the line cannot be implied for instance to the white line on the rolled up mat. 

The correlation is good, grade is A. 

Image source https://www.sierra.com/gaiam~b~1473/?filterString=gaiam~b~1473
&redirectevent=review
Image link https://i.stpost.com/gaiam-restore-self-guided-fitness-mat-in-see-photo~p~596uw_99~
440.2.jpg

4:31 PM End session. 


